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PRECODING CODEBOOKS FOR MIMO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application

61/142,507, filed January 5, 2009, whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to communication systems, and

particularly to methods and systems for communication using multiple antennas.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Some communication systems transmit data from a transmitter to a receiver

over multiple communication channels, using multiple transmit antennas and multiple receive

antennas. Multiple-channel transmission is used, for example, in spatial multiplexing schemes

that achieve high throughput, in beam-forming schemes that achieve high antenna directivity

and in spatial diversity schemes that achieve high resilience against channel fading and

multipath. These schemes are often referred to collectively as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

(MIMO) schemes.

[0004] MIMO schemes are contemplated, for example, for use in Evolved Universal

Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) systems, also referred to as Long Term Evolution (LTE)

systems. The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) E-UTRA standards specify MIMO

schemes for use by E-UTRA User Equipment (UE) and base stations (eNodeB). These

schemes are described, for example, in 3GPP Technical Specification 36.21 1, entitled

"Technical Specification Group Radio Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio

Access (E-UTRA); Physical Channels and Modulation (Release 8)," (3GPP TS 36.21 1),

version 8.6.0, March, 2009, which is incorporated herein by reference. In particular, section

6.3.4 of this specification defines precoding schemes that map data streams (also referred to as

spatial layers) onto up to four transmit antenna ports. The 3GPP is currently in the process of

specifying an extension of the E-UTRA specification, which is referred to as LTE-Advanced

(LTE-A). The evolving LTE specifications contemplate the use of up to eight transmit antenna

ports.

[0005] The description above is presented as a general overview of related art in this

field and should not be construed as an admission that any of the information it contains

constitutes prior art against the present patent application.



SUMMARY

[0006] An embodiment that is described herein provides a method for

communication. The method includes configuring a communication system, which includes a

transmitter and a receiver, with first precoding matrices for mapping up to N data streams onto

N transmit antenna ports of the transmitter. Each of at least some of the first precoding

matrices are derived from respective second and third precoding matrices. The second and

third precoding matrices are configured for mapping data onto respective numbers of transmit

antenna ports that are less than N. The data streams are mapped onto the N transmit antenna

ports using a precoding scheme based on one of the first precoding matrices. The mapped data

streams are transmitted over the N transmit antenna ports from the transmitter to the receiver.

[0007] In some embodiments, configuring the communication system includes

producing a given first precoding matrix by computing a Kronecker product between a

respective second precoding matrix, selected from among the second precoding matrices and a

respective third precoding matrix selected from among the third precoding matrices.

[0008] In an embodiment, the first precoding matrices map R l data streams onto the

N antenna ports, R l ≤N, and configuring the communication system includes defining a set of

the precoding matrices for mapping r data streams onto the N transmit antenna ports, r<Rl,

each precoding matrix in the set including a subset of columns of a given matrix selected from

the first precoding matrices. In a disclosed embodiment, defining the set includes including a

candidate precoding matrix in the set responsively to verifying that the candidate precoding

matrix cannot be expressed as a weighted permutation of the columns of another precoding

matrix in the set. In an embodiment, a candidate precoding matrix is included in the set

responsively to verifying that respective distances between the candidate precoding matrix and

the other precoding matrices in the set, measured in accordance with a given distance metric,

exceed a given threshold. In another embodiment, defining the set includes selecting the

precoding matrices in the set to match a geometrical configuration of transmit antennas of the

transmitter. In an embodiment, selecting the precoding matrices in the set includes choosing

the precoding matrices in the set to match an array of cross-polarized transmit antennas. In yet

another embodiment, mapping the data streams includes mapping the r data streams onto the N

transmit antenna ports using one of the precoding matrices in the set.

[0009] In yet another embodiment, configuring the communication system includes

storing in the communication system only the second and third precoding matrices, and

computing the one of the first precoding matrices in the transmitter based on the stored second

and third precoding matrices. In still another embodiment, transmitting the mapped data



streams includes transmitting a signal conforming to a Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-

A) specification. In an embodiment, mapping the data streams includes selecting the precoding

scheme based on feedback from the receiver. In a disclosed embodiment, N=8. In an

embodiment, the second precoding matrices are defined for mapping onto two antenna ports,

and the third precoding matrices are defined for mapping onto four antenna ports. In an

alternative embodiment, the second precoding matrices are defined for mapping onto four

antenna ports, and the third precoding matrices are defined for mapping onto two antenna

ports.

[0010] There is additionally provided, in accordance with an embodiment that is

described herein, a communication apparatus that includes N transmit antenna ports and a

transmitter. The transmitter is configured to accept a definition of first precoding matrices for

mapping up to N data streams onto N transmit antenna ports, each of at least some of the first

precoding matrices derived from respective second and third precoding matrices configured

for mapping data onto respective numbers of transmit antenna ports that are less than N, to

map the data streams onto the N transmit antenna ports using a precoding scheme based on

one of the first precoding matrices, and to transmit the mapped data streams over the N

transmit antenna ports to a receiver.

[0011] There is also provided, in accordance with an embodiment that is described

herein, a mobile communication terminal that includes the disclosed communication

apparatus. There is further provided, in accordance with an embodiment that is described

herein, a chipset for processing signals in a mobile communication terminal, including the

disclosed communication apparatus.

[0012] The present disclosure will be more fully understood from the following

detailed description of the embodiments thereof, taken together with the drawings in which:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a transmitter having

multiple antennas, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure;

[0014] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a precoding matrix defined as a Kronecker

product between two lower-dimension precoding matrices, in accordance with an embodiment

of the present disclosure;

[0015] Fig. 3 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for generating

precoding codebooks for eight transmit antenna ports using precoding matrices defined for



two and four transmit antenna ports, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

disclosure; and

[0016] Fig. 4 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for precoding in

a transmitter having eight antenna ports using precoding matrices defined for two and four

transmit antenna ports, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0017] In some MIMO schemes, a transmitter maps streams of modulated symbols

onto spatial layers, i.e., signals that are to be transmitted over different MIMO transmission

channels. The spatial layers are also referred to as transmission layers or spatial streams, or

simply data streams for brevity. The transmitter then applies a precoding operation to map

each spatial layer onto a respective set of antenna ports. The precoding operation is typically

expressed by a precoding matrix, which defines the linear combination of spatial layers that is

mapped onto each antenna port. Some MIMO systems use a predefined set of precoding

matrices, referred to as a codebook, which is known to the transmitter and the receiver. A

transmission process of this sort, as performed in the downlink of an E-UTRA eNodeB, is

described in detail in section 6.3 of the 3GPP TS 36.21 1 specification, cited above. The

description below follows the convention used in this 3GPP specification, in which the

precoding is specified by a matrix whose number of rows is equal to the number of antenna

ports, and whose number of columns is equal to the number of spatial streams.

[0018] Embodiments that are described herein provide improved methods and

systems for precoding in MIMO systems. The disclosed techniques configure a

communication system that includes a transmitter and a receiver with a set of precoding

matrices for mapping up to N data streams onto N transmit antenna ports. This set of

precoding matrices is derived from sets of precoding matrices that are defined for numbers of

transmit antenna ports smaller than N. For example, the disclosed methods can be used to

generate a codebook for eight transmit antenna ports from a codebook defined for two antenna

ports and a codebook defined for four antenna ports.

[0019] In some embodiments, a given precoding matrix is produced by computing a

Kronecker product (also known as a direct product or a tensor product) between matrices

selected from the codebooks defined for the smaller numbers of antenna ports. This technique

produces codebooks whose precoding matrices have a number of desirable properties, which

are described in detail below. Several techniques for generating sub-codebooks (SCBs) for

mapping different numbers of data streams onto the N antenna ports are also described.



[0020] The disclosed techniques produce high-performance precoding matrices with

relatively small computational complexity. In addition, these methods and systems provide

straightforward backward compatibility to smaller numbers of antenna ports. In some

embodiments, the codebook is computed in advance and provided to the transmitter hi

alternative embodiments, the transmitter stores only the precoding matrices defined for the

smaller numbers of antenna ports, and computes precoding matrices for N antenna ports as

needed. As a result, memory requirements in the transmitter can be reduced considerably. The

embodiments described herein refer mainly to LTE-A systems, but the disclosed techniques

are applicable to any other suitable MIMO system.

[0021] Fig. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a transmitter 20 having

multiple antennas, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure. The

description that follows refers to a transmitter of an LTE-A eNodeB, although other

transmitters are contemplated. In alternative embodiments, for example, the methods and

systems described herein can be used in transmitters operating in accordance with any other

suitable communication standard or protocol, such as IEEE 802.16 (also referred to as

WiMAX), for example. Although the description that follows refers mainly to downlink

transmission from the eNodeB to the UE, the disclosed methods and systems may be

applicable to uplink transmission, as well.

[0022] Transmitter 20 comprises one or more modulation chains, each comprising

an Error Correction Code (ECC) encoder 24, a scrambler 28 and a modulation mapper 32.

Data for transmission is encoded by ECC encoders 24, to produce respective ECC code words.

(The example of Fig. 1 shows two separate ECC encoders for clarity. In practice, however, the

transmitter may comprise a single ECC encoder that produces code words for the different

modulation chains.)

[0023] The bits of each code word are scrambled by a respective scrambler 28, and

then modulated by a respective modulation mapper 32. Each modulation mapper produces a

stream of complex-valued modulated symbols. Any suitable modulation scheme, such as

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), can be

used. A given modulation mapper 32 typically operates on the scrambled bits of a given code

word to produce a block of complex-valued modulated symbols.

[0024] A layer mapper 36 maps the modulated symbol streams produced by

modulation mappers 32 onto one or more spatial layers. (For a given set of time and frequency

resources allocated to a certain communication channel, the multiple transmit and receive

antennas add another "spatial" dimension to those resources. One of the possibilities to exploit



the additional spatial dimension is by increasing the number of independent modulated

symbols transmitted per time-frequency resource. The factor of increase, relative to the case of

a single transmit antenna and a single receive antenna, is defined as the number of spatial

layers.) The spatial layers are also referred to herein as data streams.

[0025] The actual number of spatial layers (also referred to as the transmission rank)

used by mapper 36 is typically a selectable parameter. The choice of this value may depend,

for example, on the channel conditions between transmitter 20 and a given receiver (not

shown) to which the transmission is intended. Each spatial layer comprises a stream of

complex values, which are to be subsequently transmitted over the MIMO communication

channel.

[0026] The mapped spatial layers are provided to a precoder 40. Precoder 40 maps

the spatial layers onto N Tx transmission channels, corresponding to N Tx antenna ports 52 of

the transmitter. In the present example, transmitter 20 comprises an LTE-A transmitter having

eight Tx antenna ports, i.e., N=8. (Note that a given antenna port may not necessarily

correspond to a single physical antenna, but may correspond to a "virtual antenna" whose

transmitted signal is generated - in a manner that the receiver need not necessarily be aware of

- as a superposition (a weighted sum) of the signals stemming from a number of physical

antennas. Note also that the number of antenna ports may be larger than the number of layers.)

Resource mappers 44 allocate resource elements (time-frequency allocations) to the respective

transmission channels. The outputs of mappers 44 are processed in the present example by

respective Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) generators 48, which

produce OFDM signals that are transmitted via antenna ports 52 toward the receiver.

[0027] Transmitter 20 comprises a controller 56, which configures and controls the

different transmitter elements. In particular, controller 56 comprises precoding control module

60, which produces precoding matrices for use by precoder 40. In a typical implementation,

module 60 selects a precoding matrix that matches the current channel conditions between the

transmitter and the receiver, and configures precoder 40 with the selected precoding matrix. In

particular, the number of columns of the precoding matrix determines the transmission rank

(i.e., the actual number of spatial layers). This rank is denoted by r, wherein r≤N. (Typically,

the rank is also constrained to be smaller than or equal to the number of receiving antennas at

the receiver.)

[0028] As noted above, transmitter 20 in the present example comprises eight Tx

antenna ports 52. Thus, the precoding matrices used by module 60 for a given rank are 8-by-r

matrices. These matrices are referred to herein as 8Tx precoding matrices, for the sake of



brevity. In some embodiments, the precoding matrices are selected from a codebook, i.e., from

a predefined set of matrices that are agreed upon between the transmitter and receiver. In an

embodiment, the transmitter receives from the receiver feedback, which is indicative of the

preferable precoding matrix in the codebook. Module 60 may select the appropriate matrix

from the codebook based on this feedback. Module 60 may configure precoder 40 with the

matrix requested by the receiver as-is, or it may apply additional considerations in selecting

the precoding scheme to be used by the transmitter.

[0029] In some embodiments, the 8Tx precoding matrices used by module 60 are

derived from lower-dimension precoding matrices, in the present example from 2Tx and 4Tx

precoding matrices (i.e., from precoding matrices defined for two and four Tx antenna ports,

respectively). Several methods for deriving 8Tx precoding matrices from 2Tx and 4Tx

precoding matrices are described in detail below.

[0030] In some embodiments, the codebook of 8Tx precoding matrices is computed

in advance and stored in the transmitter hi alternative embodiments, only the 2Txand 4Tx

precoding matrices are stored in the transmitter, and module 60 computes the 8Tx precoding

matrices from these matrices as required. In these embodiments, transmitter 20 comprises a

memory 64, which holds the lower-dimension codebooks. In the present example, memory 64

holds a 2Tx codebook 68 defined for two Tx antenna ports and a 4Tx codebook 72 defined for

four Tx antenna ports. Module 60 computes precoding matrices for eight antenna ports based

on lower-dimension matrices selected from codebooks 68 and 72. The functions of module 60

are explained in detail below.

[0031] The transmitter configuration shown in Fig. 1 is a simplified example

configuration, which is depicted for the sake of conceptual clarity. In alternative embodiments,

any other suitable transmitter configuration can also be used. For example, although the

embodiments described herein refer mainly to transmitters having N=8 transmit antenna ports,

the methods and systems described herein can be used with any other suitable number of

antenna ports. Typically, the number of antenna ports is not a prime number. The lower-

dimension codebooks from which the NTx precoding matrices are derived may have any other

suitable dimensions smaller than N. In some embodiments, transmitter 20 is part of a base

station (e.g., LTE-A eNodeB), and the precoding schemes described herein are applied in the

downlink channel. In alternative embodiments, transmitter 20 is part of a mobile terminal

(e.g., LTE-A UE), and the precoding schemes described herein are applied in the uplink

channel.



[0032] The different components of transmitter 20 may be implemented using

dedicated hardware, such as using one or more Application-Specific Integrated Circuits

(ASICs) and/or Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Alternatively, some transmitter

components may be implemented using software running on general-purpose hardware, or

using a combination of hardware and software elements. Typically, controller 56 comprises a

general-purpose processor, which is programmed in software to carry out the functions

described herein, although it too may be implemented on dedicated hardware. The software

may be downloaded to the processor in electronic form, over a network, for example, or it

may, alternatively or additionally, be provided and/or stored on tangible media, such as

magnetic, optical, or electronic memory. In some embodiments, some or all of the elements of

transmitter 20 may be fabricated in a chip-set. Transmitter elements that are not mandatory for

explanation of the disclosed techniques, such as various Radio Frequency (RF) elements, have

been omitted from Fig. 1 for the sake of clarity.

[0033] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide methods and systems suitable

for designing and applying precoding codebooks. The disclosed techniques generate

codebooks of NTx precoding matrices from codebooks that are defined for smaller numbers of

Tx antenna ports. The embodiments described below produce 8Tx codebooks from 2Tx and

4Tx codebooks, however these techniques can be adapted to any other dimensions in a

straightforward manner. As noted above, the NTx precoding matrices may be produced a-

priori using the disclosed techniques and provided to module 60, or they can be computed by

module 60 when needed.

[0034] The description that follows uses the following notation: A codebook defined

for N TX antenna ports is denoted comprises multiple

sub-codebooks (SCBs), each SCB defined for a given rank r (i.e., a given number of spatial

layers to be precoded onto the K Tx antenna ports), r≤K. The SCB for a given rank r is

denoted C B γ . In the case of eight Tx antenna ports, codebook C B is thus given

by C (8) = U CB .
r=\

[0035] When designing a codebook of precoding matrices, it is often desirable for

the matrices in the codebook to meet certain design guidelines. Example guidelines are



described in "Codebook Based Precoding for 8 TX Transmission in LTE-A," 3GPP TSG RAN

WGl document R 1-084 172, Prague, Czech Republic, November 10-14, 2008, which is

incorporated herein by reference. These guidelines define several desirable properties of the

codebook, namely unitarity, nestedness, constant modulus and constrained alphabet.

[0036] The Unitarity property means that the precoding matrices in the full-rank

SCB are unitary, up to a scalar factor. The nestedness property means that for any τ<Nχ, the

columns of every precoding matrix in are proportional (up to a column-dependent

scaling) to r columns of a certain precoding matrix in the full-rank SCB . A

stronger nestedness requirement imposes that for any τ<N , the columns of every precoding

matrix in are proportional (up to a column-dependent scaling) to r columns of a

certain precoding matrix in the next-higher-rank SCB .

[0037] The nestedness property enables reducing the complexity of computations at

the receiver when computing the preferred precoding for several ranks (where the precoding

options are restricted to belong to the codebook ), as well as fallback to lower

ranks using rank adaptation.

[0038] The constant modulus property means that all the matrix element in a given

precoding matrix are of equal absolute value. The constrained alphabet property means that

the matrix elements in the different precoding matrices are restricted to a simple finite

alphabet. One possible alphabet is the 8-PSK alphabet, given by

VW e C (r = 1,2,. . . , Nj),

Equation 1 : \/S = 1, 2, . . . , Y, \/t = 1, 2, . . . , N J ,

e j 2πats 18

j rN

[0039] In other words, the 8-PSK alphabet is given by:



Equation 2: - rN fs ±i, ±
V2

[0040] An alternative constrained alphabet is the QPSK alphabet, in which each

precoding matrix element is restricted to the set {±l,±j} (up to an overall normalization

constant). The use of constrained alphabets simplifies the computations and reduces memory

requirements associated with precoding at the transmitter, as well as feedback computations

and decoding at the receiver.

(K)
[0041] In some embodiments, each precoding matrix in the full-rank SCB C B ςi

is defined as a Kronecker product between a precoding matrix in CB\
(2)

and a precoding

matrix in

CBJ c W <2 ®W <4 IW<"> CB
Equation 3 :

wherein W and W denote precoding matrices drawn from CB\ and CB\ ,

respectively, and <8> denotes a ICronecker product (also referred to as a direct product or a

tensor product).

[0042] Given an m-by-n matrix A and a p-by-q matrix B , the ICronecker product of

these matrices, denoted C=A<S>B, is an m-p-by-n q matrix whose elements are defined by

c aβ=a iβ}kb wherein cmp(i-\)+k and β=q(j-l)+l. When A comprises a 2-by-2 matrix, for

example, A<8)B is a block matrix having the form:

Equation 4: A B

[0043] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing a precoding matrix defined as a Kronecker

product between two lower-dimension precoding matrices, in accordance with an embodiment

of the present disclosure. In the example of Fig. 2, A is an n-by-n precoding matrix drawn

from the full-rank CBy 1 SCB, and B is ap-by-p precoding matrix drawn from the full-rank



C B SCB. The Kronecker product A®B produces an n-p-by-n-p precoding matrix that can

be used as part of a full-rank C B γ SCB.

[0044] From Equation 1 above and the definition of the Kronecker product, it

implies that:

VW GC 8 ,
Equation 5:

such that:

Equation 6: t \ s \ 2

for /i,si = 1,2, t2 ,s2 =1,2,3,4

with either

[0045] Thus, Equation 3 above defines each precoding matrix in the full-rank SCB

as a Kronecker product between a precoding matrix from CBk and a precoding

matrix from This full-rank SCB can be used by transmitter 20 to precode eight

spatial layers (data streams) onto the eight Tx antenna ports. As can be appreciated, if both

C B and CB\ meet the unitarity, constant modulus and constrained alphabet

guidelines described above, then this construction automatically guarantees that the full-rank

SCB C B meets these guidelines, as well.

(K)
[0046] In some embodiments, the lower-rank SCB C B γ is derived from the

full-rank SCB C B in order to precode r<8 layers onto the eight Tx antenna ports of

transmitter 20. In an example process, 8-r out of the eight columns of a given matrix in

B
(8) are deleted, to produce an 8-by-r matrix. The matrix is then multiplied by sJS/f"



The resulting matrix can be used as a candidate for inclusion in CB γ- . This process meets

the less-restrictive nestedness property defined above (in which the columns of every

precoding matrix in are proportional (up to a column-dependent scaling) to r

columns of a certain precoding matrix in the full-rank SCB ) .

[0047] In another example embodiment, one of the columns in a given matrix in

CBs, is deleted, to produce an 8-by-r matrix. The matrix is then multiplied by

J (r + l)/ r . The resulting matrix can be used as a candidate for inclusion in CBγ . This

process meets the more-restrictive nestedness property defined above (in which the columns of

every precoding matrix in are proportional (up to a column-dependent scaling) to

r of the columns of a certain precoding matrix in

[0048] When constructing a given SCB, it is typically desirable to avoid including

candidate precoding matrices that are effectively equivalent. Two candidate precoding

matrices are considered equivalent if they are identical up to a permutation of rows and/or

columns, and/or overall or column-dependent scaling. For example, the matrices

Ml = - are equivalent to one another, since M2 can

be produced from M l by swapping the columns of M l and then multiplying the second

column by -j. Equivalent precoding matrices merely permute the spatial streams and possibly

rotate the modulated symbols in the streams before they are mapped onto the antenna ports.

Thus, in some embodiments, a lower-rank SCB can be produced from the full-rank

SCB CB by generating candidate precoding matrices, and removing matrices that are

equivalent.

[0049] In some embodiments, once a given SCB CB γ- is produced, one or more

of the precoding matrices in the SCB can be deleted in order to reduce the SCB size. This

operation is also referred to as diluting (or trimming) the SCBs. Any suitable criteria can be



used for diluting the SCBs. For example, the SCBs can be diluted in a manner that best

reduces the amount of feedback from the receiver to the transmitter (e.g., the number of bits

used for indicating the preferable precoding matrix to the transmitter). In accordance with an

embodiment, although not necessarily, the number of matrices in each SCB is set to integer

powers of two, so that the utilization of bits in the feedback messages will be optimal. In

another example embodiment, a given SCB is reduced in a manner that improves system

performance (e.g., average link throughput). The identities of the precoding matrices that best

(or worst) contribute to the desired performance can be determined, for example, by

attempting to best cover the space of all (unitary) matrices of the relevant dimension. In one

embodiment, the SCB can be diluted so as to maximize the minimum distance (with respect to

a certain metric, e.g., a chordal metric) among all pairs of matrices in the SCB. For example, a

dilution criterion may specify that the distances between precoding matrices in the SCB should

exceed a given threshold. In alternative embodiments, the dilution criterion may depend on the

communication system performance, as estimated from link-level or system-level simulation.

This evaluation may depend on different factors, such as the transmitter and receiver antenna

configurations and the type of channels involved. For example, in order to enable efficient

beam- forming from a Uniform Linear Array (ULA) of transmit antennas, it may be beneficial

to perform the dilution process so as to retain in SCB CB x eight column vectors that are

proportional to the columns of the 8-by-8 DFT matrix, with elements

W te = exp(j t s ) 18 (where t , S = 0 , 1, . . . , 7 ) . As yet another example, the

SCB can be diluted by removing precoding matrices that cause considerable computational

complexity. For example, matrices containing the 8-PSK elements proportional to {±l±j} can

be removed, leaving only the simpler QPSK alphabet. Further additionally or alternatively, the

SCBs can be diluted in any other suitable manner.

[0050] When constructing the full-rank SCB C B
8

according to Equation 3

above, the full-rank SCB comprises 2-2- 16=64 precoding matrices. In some embodiments, a

larger-size full-rank SCB can be produced by extending CB\ and/or CB\ before

producing CB
8

. The extension should typically meet the constant modulus and

constrained alphabet properties described above, but the additional matrices need not



necessarily be generated using Kronecker products. For example, the CB,X(2) SCB can be

extended by adding one or both of the matrices in the set

Equation 7: O

(or possibly-weighted permutations of these matrices). If the CBX
(2)

SCB is extended by

these two matrices, the resulting SCB has 128 precoding matrices.

[0051] Additionally or alternatively, the SCB can be extended with

additional unitary 8-PSK 4-by-4 matrices, for example matrices generated by adding

Householder transformations with additional 8-PSK unit vectors. Householder-based

codebooks are described, for example, in "Codebook Design for E-UTRA MIMO Pre¬

coding," 3GPP RAN WGl document Rl-062650, Seoul, Korea, October 9-13, 2006, which is

incorporated herein by reference. As another example, the SCB can be extended by

adding precoding matrices that are proportional to the 4-by-4 DFT matrix, with elements

W = exp(y π-ts)l A, and/or its rotated version W = exp(j i
Tt- t{s + 1

-)) 14 .
Z Z

[0052] Some possible extensions of the CBX
(2)

SCB do not meet the constant

modulus and/or constrained alphabet properties, but may nevertheless be useful (e.g., in some

correlated channel scenarios). For example, the 2-by-2 identity matrix I2 can be added to the

CBX SCB. This extension violates the constant modulus property in the resulting CBX
z 0

SCB. On the other hand, the resulting CBX SCB enables reduced computational

complexity because its matrices contain a relatively large number of zeros. As another

example that violates the constant modulus and/or constrained alphabet properties, the



CB
(4)

SCB can be extended with unitary matrices (up to a scaling factor) that are generated

from the O-extended 8-PSK alphabet Further additionally or

alternatively, the CB\ and CB\ SCBs can be extended in any other suitable way

before generating the C B SCB.

[0053] Fig. 3 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a method for generating

precoding codebooks in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosure. In the example

seen, precoding codebooks for eight transmit antenna ports are generated using precoding

matrices defined for two and four transmit antenna ports. Generation of precoding codebooks

for different numbers of antenna ports using different combinations of precoding matrices, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure, are contemplated. In some

embodiments, the method is carried out by module 60 in transmitter 20. In alternative

embodiments, the method is carried out in advance, using any suitable computer, and the

resulting codebook is provided to transmitter 20.

[0054] The method of Fig. 3 begins at an input operation 80, in which the full-rank

CB) ' and CB\ ' SCBs are accepted. In the illustrative example, at a full-rank generation

operation 84, the full-rank CBA ' SCB is generated from the SCBs,

using the process of Equation 3 above. Each precoding matrix in the C B SCB is

produced by computing a Kronecker product between a matrix selected from the CB
(2)

SCB and a matrix selected from the SCB.

[0055] At a lower-rank generation operation 88, the lower-rank SCBs C B γ- , r<8,

are derived from the full-rank SCB CB . In some embodiments, the resulting SCBs are

diluted, at a dilution operation 92. As noted above, the SCBs can be extended with additional

matrices that are not necessarily generated using Kronecker products.



[0056] Thus, in the example, the output of the method of Fig. 3 is a 8Tx codebook,

(K) (K)
which comprises SCBs for the different ranks r=l ... 8, i.e., CB — U CBy- .

r=\
[0057] Fig. 4 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates an example method for

precoding in a transmitter having eight antenna ports using precoding matrices defined for two

and four transmit antenna ports, in accordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.

The method begins at a feedback operation 100, with transmitter 20 receiving feedback from

(K)
the receiver. The feedback is indicative of a certain 8Tx precoding matrix in the CB

codebook that is suitable for the receiver.

[0058] At a selection operation 104, module 60 in the transmitter selects the

appropriate precoding matrix based on the feedback. Module 60 then computes this matrix

based on 2Tx codebook 68 and 4Tx codebook 72 that are stored in memory 64 (Fig. 1). At a

retrieval operation 108, module 60 retrieves the appropriate 2Tx and 4Tx precoding matrices

whose Kronecker product will produce the desired 8Tx precoding matrix. At a computation

operation 112, module 60 computes the desired 8Tx precoding matrix from the retrieved 2Tx

and 4Tx precoding matrices. The computation is based, for example, on Equation 3 above.

Module 60 then configures precoder 40 with the resulting 8Tx precoding matrix.

[0059] At a precoding operation 116, precoder 40 precodes the r spatial layers for

transmission using the selected 8Tx precoding matrix. At a transmission operation 120,

transmitter 20 transmits the precoded spatial layers over Tx antenna port 52 to the receiver.

[0060] Note that when using the method of Fig. 4, transmitter 20 does not need to

(K)
store the 8Tx codebook CB in memory, but only the lower-dimension 2Tx and 4Tx

codebooks. As a result, memory requirements in the transmitter can be reduced considerably.

[0061] In some embodiments, the transmitter does not apply the precoding matrix

requested by the receiver as-is. Instead, the transmitter uses the requested matrix along with

additional considerations to select a precoding scheme (e.g., precoding matrix) for precoding

the downlink transmission. These additional considerations are not necessarily known to the

receiver. For example, the precoding scheme may consider the impact or interference caused

to other receivers as a result of precoding, and/or the interference caused to the receiver as a

result of transmission on the same time-frequency resources to other receivers. Another

example is the case of joint transmission from a set of cooperating transmitters to the same



receiver, where the precoding employed in each of them is selected in a coordinated manner.

In these embodiments, the precoding matrix that is finally applied by the transmitter need not

necessarily be selected from a codebook. Thus, the disclosed techniques are also suitable for

use in precoding schemes that are not codebook-based.

[0062] In the embodiments described herein, the maximum number of spatial layers

used by the transmitter is equal to the number of transmit antenna ports - N . In alternative

embodiments, the transmitter may use a maximum number of layers (denoted Rl) that is

smaller than Nχ For example, the transmitter may have eight Tx antenna ports, and may be

able to precode up to six spatial layers. In these embodiments, the transmitter may generate

only the relevant part of the codebook, in the present example only U CBy
(8)

.

r=l
[0063] Precoding matrices that are produced using Kronecker products suitable, for

example, for use in transmitters having cross-polarized antenna configurations. For example,

when using eight transmit antennas arranged in a linear array of four cross-polarized pairs, the

2-by-2 precoding matrix in the Kronecker product may be associated with "rotations" in the

two-dimensional polarization space, whereas its companion 4-by-4 precoding matrix may be

associated with the preferred precoding in any given fixed polarization. In this case, in order

to enable efficient beam-forming from this antenna configuration, it may be beneficial to

perform the dilution process so as to retain in the lower rank SCBs matrices whose

columns are proportional to vectors v of the form ΞC o 1 9 U

(where (u ) , = exp(yf + f))/4 , = 0,1,2,3, g = 0,1), namely

the Kronecker product of a vector in D 1 by a column of the (rotated) 4-by-4 DFT matrix.

(The equation above uses an indexing convention where the antenna elements of one of the

linear arrays are numbered 0...3, and the elements of the second array are numbered 4... 7 .

Alternatively, any other suitable indexing scheme or convention can also be used. Other

indexing conventions may involve reordering of the precoding vector elements, or in general

reordering of the rows of the precoding matrices.) Nevertheless, the disclosed techniques are

not limited to any particular antenna arrangement and can be used with any suitable antenna

configuration. In alternative embodiments, the precoding matrices in the SCB can be selected

to match any desired geometrical configuration of the transmit antennas.



[0064] Although the embodiments described herein refer mainly to generation of

precoding matrices using Kronecker products of two square matrices, the principles of the

present invention can be used in any other suitable manner to produce precoding matrices for

Nj antenna ports from precoding matrices that are defined for smaller numbers of antenna

ports. For example, one may consider generating a precoding matrix W in CB γ. by

(2) (4)
concatenating (i.e., combining the columns of) several matrices V E CB CB

s k k

where the relation S t — r holds. As another example, one may consider generating a

k

precoding matrix W in o as a triple Kronecker product of the form

[0065] It is noted that the embodiments described above are cited by way of

example, and that the present invention is not limited to what has been particularly shown and

described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the present invention includes both combinations

and sub-combinations of the various features described hereinabove, as well as variations and

modifications thereof which would occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the

foregoing description and which are not disclosed in the prior art.



CLAIMS

1. A method for communication, comprising:

configuring a communication system that includes a transmitter and a receiver with

first precoding matrices for mapping up to N data streams onto N transmit antenna ports of the

transmitter, each of at least some of the first precoding matrices derived from respective

second and third precoding matrices, wherein the second and third precoding matrices are

configured for mapping data onto respective numbers of transmit antenna ports that are less

than N;

mapping the data streams onto the N transmit antenna ports using a precoding scheme

based on one of the first precoding matrices; and

transmitting the mapped data streams over the N transmit antenna ports from the

transmitter to the receiver.

2 . The method according to claim 1, wherein configuring the communication system

comprises producing a given first precoding matrix by computing a Kronecker product

between a respective second precoding matrix, selected from among the second precoding

matrices and a respective third precoding matrix selected from among the third precoding

matrices.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the first precoding matrices map Rl

data streams onto the N antenna ports, R l ≤N, and wherein configuring the communication

system comprises defining a set of the precoding matrices for mapping r data streams onto the

N transmit antenna ports, r<Rl, each precoding matrix in the set comprising a subset of

columns of a given matrix selected from the first precoding matrices.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein defining the set comprises including a

candidate precoding matrix in the set responsively to verifying that the candidate precoding

matrix cannot be expressed as a weighted permutation of the columns of another precoding

matrix in the set.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein defining the set comprises including a

candidate precoding matrix in the set responsively to verifying that respective distances

between the candidate precoding matrix and the other precoding matrices in the set, measured

in accordance with a given distance metric, exceed a given threshold.



6. The method according to claim 3, wherein defining the set comprises selecting the

precoding matrices in the set to match a geometrical configuration of transmit antennas of the

transmitter.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein selecting the precoding matrices in the set

comprises choosing the precoding matrices in the set to match an array of cross-polarized

transmit antennas.

8. The method according to claim 3, wherein mapping the data streams comprises

mapping the r data streams onto the N transmit antenna ports using one of the precoding

matrices in the set.

9 . The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein configuring the communication system

comprises storing in the communication system only the second and third precoding matrices,

and computing the one of the first precoding matrices in the transmitter based on the stored

second and third precoding matrices.

10. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein transmitting the mapped data streams

comprises transmitting a signal conforming to a Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A)

specification.

11. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein mapping the data streams comprises

selecting the precoding scheme based on feedback from the receiver.

12. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein N=8.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein the second precoding matrices are defined

for mapping onto two antenna ports, and wherein the third precoding matrices are defined for

mapping onto four antenna ports.

14. The method according to claim 12, wherein the second precoding matrices are defined

for mapping onto four antenna ports, and wherein the third precoding matrices are defined for

mapping onto two antenna ports.

15. A communication apparatus, comprising:

N transmit antenna ports; and

a transmitter, which is configured to accept a definition of first precoding matrices for

mapping up to N data streams onto N transmit antenna ports, each of at least some of the first

precoding matrices derived from respective second and third precoding matrices, wherein the

second and third precoding matrices are configured for mapping data onto respective numbers



of transmit antenna ports that are less than N, to map the data streams onto the N transmit

antenna ports using a precoding scheme based on one of the first precoding matrices, and to

transmit the mapped data streams over the N transmit antenna ports to a receiver.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the transmitter is configured to produce

a given first precoding matrix by computing a Kronecker product between a respective second

precoding matrix, selected from among the second precoding matrices and a respective third

precoding matrix selected from among the third precoding matrices.

17. The apparatus according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the first precoding matrices map

Rl data streams onto the N antenna ports, Rl ≤N, and wherein the transmitter is configured to

define a set of the precoding matrices for mapping r data streams onto the N transmit antenna

ports, r<Rl, each precoding matrix in the set comprising a subset of columns of a given matrix

selected from the first precoding matrices.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the transmitter is configured to include a

candidate precoding matrix in the set responsively to verifying that the candidate precoding

matrix cannot be expressed as a weighted permutation of the columns of another precoding

matrix in the set.

19. The apparatus according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the transmitter comprises a

memory and is configured to store in the memory only the second and third precoding

matrices, and to compute the one of the first precoding matrices based on the stored second

and third precoding matrices.

20. The apparatus according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the transmitter is configured to

select the precoding scheme based on feedback from the receiver.

21. The apparatus according to claim 15 or 16, wherein the transmitter is configured to

transmit the mapped data streams in a signal conforming to a Long Term Evolution Advanced

(LTE-A) specification.

22. A mobile communication terminal comprising the communication apparatus of claim

15.

23. A chipset for processing signals in a mobile communication terminal, comprising the

communication apparatus of claim 15.
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